
to say are struggling, persecuted prophets as history keep representing. I am with little August now, he should stay with me for a whole week and I should also read... that is an additional reason I
guess to my intimate isolation... hopefully we will be able to go out and i will not turn into a frustrated housewife once again. 

A quite intense day starting with August first year of school ending day. He was really proud to, for once, walk with both his parents to the school. There is no reason for Liselott and I to be
angry with one another and I hope she can be flexible enough to have me spent time there, just to provide August that sense of unity. The ceremony at school instead reminded me of these color
footages of Hitler going to visit the Bavarian youth, with flowers on their heads and so forth. It felt rather awkward all this profound nationalism such as the big Swedish flag and all the Swedish
singing. It really feels my kid had no other options but to be forced to be totally integrated in such a system of mono-culturalism (a few black faces does not mean a shit if these Swedes don't
bring in also the culture of their guests). I played a bit with his friends after the ceremony and got on the commuter to town with August. We avoided to pay the ticket and just jumped out at the
university.... unexpected, unplanned and cool move. We started walking through the oak tree forest but the big lake and filmed quite much till at last we made it to town. One ought to know the
right good places and we manage to eat some good kebab and latter good ice cream, going through the whole center. It also started raining quite much and instead of a fast food we managed to
shelter in a big round empty and silent church, August and I saying a little pray there (what is all the fuss here about being so much obsessed with religion being such a bad power institution,
there is also this other side, the non-pharisaic side which I hope my kid got from me). We then met Liselott again and the sun was shining and now the rain is back and I am in the Culture house
(my second shelter after the spiritual one of the church is in fact culture)... having walked kilometers and my soul feeling light (not really worrying about my "academic work"), i also felt I need
to be a bit with Jacek, take some good care of him since yesterday I told him I could not go on holiday with him.

There is nothing better that one's own cage from where to perform one's own freedom. Today I started building again, Lamin leaving very soon and things not going so well for me here in
Sweden (they usually never go well for me in any social engagement anyway). I had a good start of the day going over my work with much video editing to do from yesterday and with a bit of a
happiness after meeting Jacek yesterday night and hearing from that saint of a man that he has got his doctorate position at last, the two of us in Sweden, in the only two universities a bit
immigrant friendly, doing both artistic research on archives (myself more oriented towards personal proactive archives while him looking into public retroactive ones). I really celebrated him
with open joyfulness jellying and running and shaking him through the streets. This after telling me about my disappointment with the educational system, at the base of the young generation's
paralysis I believe, with all their emphasis in intellectual and rational learning. Fuck Plato saying that poets should not teach, we need them more then ever (I was going to write a paper on this
among million others in my mind, but whatever, it is summer)! Latter I have walked to the library where I chatted with Myrthe and poor soul, I poured out my discontent on her as well, poor
soul! The fact is that without teaching, without the industrial and nationalistic teaching at the university, I will only have three years left. My plan is simple: there are three years and three
chapters to write, I will do so and keep all courses and other distractions to the end including teaching (which I might skip all together). Next academic year, the year of the positioning
background. Mean time, back home I have kept reading a bit of Bifo (is theory making me so negative? Well at least he sees hope in poetry which is my drive) and fixed the door to my room.
Myrthe through I should not split my apartment but I think it is a good idea now, seeing our things are evolving in this distant and provincial country, an excellent place to grow up for a native
like my son but in the long run quite oppressive for foreigners, particularly if international ones, since they blend completely with the uncultivated migrants (and my dark skin gives no doubts).
Back to carpenting a bit now...    

I  would call  it  a very productive day,  this maybe beacuse at last  I did not have to commute anywhere,  just stay here and look after my spiritual plants which are so much subjected to
transportation nowadays. Well, I woke up very early, did my project update but then went back to bed and had quite some sexual dreams (this after Myrthe woke up my apetite yesterday in our
chat). I was supposed to get dow writing an essay in preparation for my Warwick conference but hesitated and got back to some carpenting and so forth. At last, what I thought was going to be
hell of a job, went really smooth, namely the rewriting of all the annotations I made of Bifo's inspiring book. My approach now is simple. I focus on one reading at the time, annotate it and than
scan the annotation with the special pen I bought in the States (it worked really well). From there I can start writing and consuming the inspiration I get from such books combining the
inspirations I get constantly from the documenting task I have udertaken. It is in fact a refrain, a refrain from the speed reading culture I feel subjected to in the academic industry. I want to, in
this respect, avoid courses and so forth, they got me so disoriented, just consuming texts without much deep reflection around the issue they rise... it is again a question of time and I really want
to have time (according to Bifo then I also ought to have money... what a compromise... anyone, for now my bank is a bank of meanings, my very project). To my tortellini now and tomorrow
back to commuting... a full working Sunday!

I felt rather down today. I had quite many nice ideas to conduct my paper from the beginning but then it was all this commuting and getting to pick up August at the station where is mother
dropping and trying really to do something for him, walking to the king's huntig reserve where we had quite some good times in the past. We did also this time and I was explaining him many a
things, observing nature and thus not showing him things from books, but from reality looking at the ducks with their new babies and so forth. He is certainly quite sensitive in this respect but I
couldn't help being quite down as the day went by and I met my Russian colleague Ekaterina who is willing to arrange a show for me in Saint Petersburg, a town I love with all the connections I
have made through readings but then, on the other side, another not financed exhibit. I offered Ekaterina lunch and kept going with August to town where I got him an ice cream and directed
ourself to the public library.  Somehow the depression I feel now comes also from the place,  the weather (isn't it  supposed to be summer?),  and its people (the snob locals and the poor
immigrants). Little life in a way, but I guess what I really miss to be disciplined and work hard... I hope toorrow will be better but for now I am trying to skip all social engagements once again
(somehow with a kid on my shoulder I always end up doing that but I also want to draw and take it easy!). The day went like that, no writing done, my kid singing, impossible to accomplish
much but whatever. I will cook some pasta and see... I bet that my feeling now is mostly related to the fact that I have soon come to realized what a miserable prospect I have in this country, a too
regulated country where talents are kept quiet (or at least geniuses), as in Doctor Zhivago story.

Today I woke up after feeling rather down yesterday, probably due to the small accomplishment and not do formative day overall, but it was in fact fun with my kid and we managed in the
evening to watch a nice superhero film (showing kid how stupid is to be superheroes but then making the superhero dream come true) and finally this morning I woke up the usual five ante
meridian, did my project update but somehow, wishing not to wake up August, I did something most incredible: packed all Lamin things, brought them down to the basement and changed lock to
the door (an old lock I bought from an old Arab). I was most active the rest of the day doing many a laundries (including Lamin dirty sheets), cleaning his little room, building some sort of
wooden platform to the mattress, cleaning the kitchen and the bathroom and rearranging them... It feels such a change now that I don't have to worry anymore about hi stealing my oil or using my
toothbrush (once, at the beginning it really smelled like shit and I realized it didn't have one nor intended to buy one... just fancy silly cool neger clothes). Anyhow, in the afternoon Lamin came
back after days sleeping out and found a note I wrote him on the door and a box I have arranged for hi to receive his mail. August and I have been hiding and I did not want to confront him (I do
not wish to confront anyone like my two great grandfathers at war, the Brazilian one hiding in a grave and the mountaineer one running home at the time of the attack). Anyhow, I will have more
confrontations ahead, particularly at work with the vane professors who are little or no exposed to reality, who are obstinate not to accept my associative way of writing (now I feel how poor he
was Jesus so much turned down by the priests of the temple). My son has been cooking now and wants attention! 

A thought I was not going to sleep last night after Lamin came home and found the lock changed and August could not refreain from laughing and Lamin hearing him and calling for me. I finally
decide to talk to him but over the door and as soon as he started threatening me with police talk and so forth and yell the hell out of me that he should be the one who should end up in jail with all
his smuggling and parasite being. I even kicked the mailbox he was holding to talk to me (tai chi has in fact served me) and he left asking where his stuff was. It was quite liberating to do so and
over all, sincerely not in the least a good business to have a room mate considering that the little money I have earned from him went all to buy the wood to build the wall and the apartment
separation which, I found out today, they won't allow me to do (at least the small bathroom I thought of)... It is probably not meant for me to be based in this super conservative country, but
anyhow, is it this how one avoids economical difficulties? Laying without genius nor any cultivation of talent? It seems a bit of a paradox... On top of it I was trying now to fix up all the wooden
floor Lamin has cut helping me sawing wood... really a disaster and I might at last have to put a Swedish old carpet on top, this after trying different ways (even painting with my art paints over
and mimicking wood). The day otherwise was nice, there was a bit of a blue sky for some hours (now the rain is on its way as I am seating in a nearby playground where August is playing). We
went to the beach I found running with my GPS, August was happy and even dared to go in the water (unusual of him), but I on the contrary, I who used to swim across lakes at all temperatures,
did not even there to place my feet (age or I just gave up on this cold country?). August is now getting impatient and it is our last night together, but to make it short, we walked all the way to
town afterwards, ate a nice falafel by some Russians ladies (how can that be?), an ice cream, and I even got to talk to Myrthe on the chat, feeling most enthusiastic of one another.... now the rain
comes...

Another easy day with August, sleeping together on the loft bed I have fixed on purpose to be now with my most intimate friends, my loves, him and Myrthe. We really had a nice overall, it is so
easy to be with him and play and joke allot. He has such a nice character and we are so compatible, feeling now that so many years really tight together, surviving and fully living life and the
surroundings, really left its indelible mark, and my inheritance and somewhat also that of  who I got to know shortly, the inheritance has now being transmitted. Now it is a matter of
fine tuning with him and keep a good relationship which obviously implies sacrifices, like meeting regularly (what  did not or could not do when we were in Boston and him in
Montreal). We waited quite a bit at a station for Liselott to pick him up and we being playing like crazy with a long and dangerous stick. Liselott was quite distressed and looked really old... I
wonder sometime how she feels as she never reveals herself. I managed quite some writings today also but did invest time to chat with Myrthe, inflame our passionate and mutual love to then go
out with Jacek and a diplomat Russian colleague of him. I will crash on his sofa now, it is a bit late and he is chatting to Brett, they will both become students again from the fall, trying to escape
the enslavement of their current jobs... and tomorrow midsummer!

I slept over at Jacek, on a small and diagonal sofa, not very comfortable in fact but I survived without any back pains. I did wake up decently early and got my project updated and even managed
to evaluate a student paper writing about “the damages of pornography on young males”(and the damages where all on females who gets sort of raped by the masturbating male). Anyhow, I will
probably try to keep free and avoid to do any extra teaching and examination work, just get done with my book and move on. I certainly feel quite melancholic about my son's situation,
particularly considering that he is now celebrating midsummer in the countryside where I sweat so much for years of hard work. What to do? My body can no longer really make it and locals
seem to get more and more closed and xenophobic. Getting in and out and in the country again was rather revealing of such, otherwise maybe imperceptible change. The midsummer this year
was again with Jacek, me and him walking for two hours from the West to the East of town to meet some PhD colleagues of mine and have some small picnic in a quite crowded park with a bit
of a Swedish celebration for the poor ones who do not own a country house where to celebrate. Francesco, the Italian PhD student, was a bit throwing himself away, this months after his Swedish
girlfriend has left him. I guess it is really true that certain people are tougher than others, that I have gone through so much more shit and can endure and this also reassures me a bit of August,
who seems rather tough and happy, although he certainly has an extra  depth now in perceiving the world, with his father not living with him as he used to, but still very much being present.
Later, Jacek and I walked two hours back home, this to do some work. Initially we were over talking but then got in a nice conversative mood . The streets were unusually empty with organize
basking from Bulgarian gypsies at every corner. Now we are at his place and I actually gave him my articles to publish on our old Concritlab website initiative... I just don't know if at least him
can appreciate my style...

I am not writing on my laptop, my very light laptop with almost no keys to touch, I am now writing on my big stationary computer since I have started reconfiguring the house now that Lamin is
out of the way and I will only share it with August and Myrthe. After playing a bit tennis with Jacek this morning, being cautious with my easily dislocatable shoulder and breaking all the tennis
norms together, I reached my home at last, still a bit afraid of a possible revenge from Lamin but in fact quite okay over all, reading McLuhan (very broad media humanist) and feeling sleepy. I
immersed my self in the bath tab (now I can in fact allow myself such luxuries) and then started working with a bit of an idea in mind now, such as using this big computer to make renderings,
for example, instead of spending money building entire exhibitions which will later go to the trash, I rather now make almost photo graphical renderings recreating these very places and then
install the print out of them, quite interesting I guess. As I was moving in an out stuff from one room to another, I felt an urge to stalk Myrthe since she is now at a festival with her friends and
somewhat I could have gone earlier to her but she preferred me to go there on Monday instead and I feel quite bad imagining that she is partying without me... is this what Liselott felt of me? But
then she would get really angry. I am thinking anyway now to eat some cabbage and maybe sneak up a small table from the basement so that I will even have a little table where to eat after
almost a year, this all thinking about the few times I might be having Myrthe and August here, creating a small family feeling, together.

A full day of work from the very beginning sand papering the wooden floor (this again to repair Lamin scratches, the scars he left), going to town to buy a router for an Internet connection so that
also Myrthe can work when she comes here, I always being quite afraid of wireless devices in general (a bit technophobic like Freud, until I started undergoing my mission of developing
technology to track my subconscoious), well but I am anyway bombarded by all the neighbours and it has been now almost more than half a year I have been living without Internet at home as it
was much of a distraction and perversity. Now I guess I am stronger although I still felt quite bad today regarding Myrthe and the fact that she has been out at a festival... Luckily she took care of
me more later and I was anyway occupied with a rather big job of moving all the stuff I bought to survive in case I will rent out the apartment by my room. The fridge did barely go through the
closet door and I had to carve the inner frames. Later I even put up in my studio the mirror that the previous Hungarian owner had in the entrance... now the room feel a bit bigger and I should
make use of the few hours I have left to sleep before leaving for the Netherlands in the middle of the night.

Woke up super early to fetch the airplane to my baby, a bit tired but at last in her arms and in the apartment making love and sleeping myself (she to work) till the afternoon. Then some shopping
of technical stuff, making some sort of a base here to, leaving Myrthe my database, out of the small and cool Scandinavian “island”, her being the guardian here in the continental inland. After
love making and still feeling a bit spaced out because of the traveling and all the ideas I have now to restructure, simplify and make more official my project,  my dear Jason friend e-mailed me
that he was arriving from Paris where he has curated quite a big exhibition at the Palais de Tokyo, a quite prestigious place in fact. He was a bit exhausted but kept up very social and we were all
good friends over dinner at a nice small Dutch restaurant with excellent food in the city.   

I woke up with little Myrthe today, rolled on her and hug, silently as Jason was sleeping soundly across the room. We then showered together and I go started with my project update as she went
off to work. I have actually completely restructured my work now, cleaning up the Website, now only including the twelve reflective projects and nothing else, solving thus many issues and
maybe now allowing me to even publish on line all the work about my work (but not my actual work). Later in the day I went out for a little stroll with Jason who got a bit hungry and still at to
do some work (mostly networking?). We then went home and I prepared food for him (he was actually really impressed by my simple cooking) and I did some drawing while waiting for Myrthe
to come home and put up a little dinner now that we are about to go to an opening at the rather art and politics organization she is working for few more months (she has just resigned and will be
mostly teaching now). Despite all this euphoria for political and fashionable art, I feel rather solid in my work and particularly in my attempt to make it rather autonomous, particularly with this
idea I have now to do shows in museums but only virtually, avoiding all the productions coasts and hassles with curators and so forth, being more like a painter, like one of these Dutch painters,
painting the inside of churches. 

This morning I had a beautiful and very intimate awakening with my love Myrthe, rolling and playing and being a bit too loud considering Jason being in the same room, as in a medieval kitchen
with all the family members sleeping together. Later she went out and I kept with Jason, somehow discussing a bit my point, or considering the fact that all cultural production on display
nowadays (and he is the one who decides what is on or what is not being the curator) is all very political. Well, without really directly telling him that it is all a big fuss and that justice and
injustice and wealthy and poor economic states just alternates and that, for certain societies to become more poor is actually a blessing, a sort of made my point out of all the statistics he erects to
keep obsessed with this social and political engaged cultural production, which in a way cuts out real talents, genuine love for which this curators/directors would not invest a thing. Anyhow, in
my willing for disappearance rather than appearance (I love to see myself getting totally reputation less), this morning I did keep up with some work to restructure and simplify my Website and
then later we joined a nice and simple tour of the central mall organized by a friend of Jason (he is hooked to simply everyone but his "art world" is simply becoming the world of social political
paranoid people). I loved some of the Dutch people at the walk guided by investors in the back stage of the now under reconstruction mall, revealing the process, experiencing and that's it. Later,
luckily there was Myrthe to rescue me and we took a very romantic walk. After a Turkish pizza I was really recharged and we felt so much love for one another... Now back home, Jason
networking on his laptop while listening to hip hop nonsense, selecting the official culture, Myrthe cooking, me writing.

I woke up today again with little Myrthe on my side filling me with love now that Jason has moved to her empty roommate's bedroom (a barn in the attic as he calls it). I felt a bit down from the
beginning noticing more and more how my artistic effort is just left unnoticed by people like him who are those officially in charge for selection into the art world. Hopefully I see my effort more
than just artistic, spiritual I would say like a Franciscan monk once told me. Well, aside form all this suffocating talk on politics and economics, I really had to leave Jason behind and get out.
Myrthe gave me an excuse, the art academy show tonight, the art academy bring quite far out of the city. Despite the weather persistently gray (the Swedish summer has followed me here), I
decided to walk and film myself. It was cleansing in many ways and I ended up in a beautiful park where I have just been watching the birds in a pond and in a little zoo, but also did my Chinese
gymnastics. Despite Jason thinking about social issues, I more and more think that the West is now entering a new phase of individual asceticism, as it did transiting from the Roman empire to
early forms of Christianity (much condemn by cultural producers and intellectuals winning their bread and fame by arising indignation).




